Pre Template Checklist

The following requirements apply for all installations:

☐ Sinks and all cutouts must be cut out in plywood sub-top. Important: save sink templates for visual inspection by Fox measurers.

☐ All upper & lower cabinets must be in alignment, level, and secured permanently in place.

☐ All cabinet end panels must be set in place.

☐ No plumbing fixtures (i.e. faucets) or plumbing installed.

☐ Under-mount sinks must be routed in place and flush to the top of the plywood sub-top & sinks must have 1/4” movement. Do not glue or permanently set sink in place.

☐ Overlay cabinets with 3/4” stone (total thickness of 1 1/2” with lamination) must have 5/8” plywood set on top of cabinet frame. Frameless cabinets with 1 3/16” or 3/4” stone (no lamination) must have 5/8” plywood sub-tops installed flush with top of cabinet frame (see “No Lamination & Farmhouse Sinks Pre-Template Checklist” for more details).*

☐ Ensure there is enough room for faucets and fixtures between sink cutout and backsplash.

For kitchens & farm sink installations, these additional requirements apply:

☐ Ranges must be on-site for visual inspection by Fox measurers.

☐ If receiving full height splash behind cook-top, hood must be properly set to attain proper measurement.

For questions, please call (415) 671-1149
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Kitchen Sink Details:

- Stone stops just behind exposed bevel ensures even reveal
- Stainless steel sink
- Overlay cabinet door
- Overlay cabinet frame

Farmhouse Sink Details:

- Stone stops just behind exposed radius ensures even reveal
- Cast iron farmhouse sink
- Stainless steel sink
- Overlay cabinet door
- Frameless cabinet door

Vanity Sink Details:

- +/- 1/4" typical
- 3 inch minimum
- Overlay cabinet door
- Overlay cabinet frame

* note this are typical conditions - non-compliance will result in job delays
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Stainless Steel Kitchen Sink

Farmhouse Sink

Cast Iron or Ceramic, Exposed Face

Ceramic Vanity Sink

Cast Iron or Ceramic Kitchen Sink

Stainless Steel Bar Sink
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